1. Let o be a local domain and let a be an ideal of o that is primary for the maximal ideal m of o. If a is an element that is superficial of degree s for a (in the sense of [6, p. 22]) and o¿i, ■ ■ ■ , at is a basis for a*, let o(a, a)=o[ai/a, • • • , at/a]. If m' is a prime ideal of o(a, a) such that m'Ho = m, then the quotient ring of o(a, a) at tn' is called an a-spot, and the totality of a-spots is called the variety V(a) of a. Let ß be the set of all valuations of the quotient field Fofo that dominate o. It is shown that V(a) is a complete variety relative to fl in the sense that each element v of fl dominates a unique a-spot. If o is analytically normal it is shown that for each m-primary ideal a there is an integer g such that the integral closure (a")a oí a" is such that all of its powers are integrally closed. Ideals with this property are called normal and (a")a is called a derived normal ideal of a and denoted by a". If an ideal is normal, then its variety is normal and V(ag) is a normalization of V(a) in the sense that the integral closure in F oí any spot P of V(a) is the intersection of a finite number of spots in V(aa) that dominate P. In §3 it is shown that there is a 1:1 correspondence between the algebraic points of the variety of the null-form ideal of a (defined over the residue field k of o) and the set of a-spots of maximal rank. Hence it is not surprising that V(a) should have properties analogous to those of varieties over a field. In §4 some of these properties are elaborated. In particular, the usual relation of dominance between varieties V(a) and V(b) yields a partial order on the set of nt-primary ideals that directs the set. If P and P' are a-spots such that P is a quotient ring of P' then we say that P' is a specialization of P. For each m-primary ideal a there is a finite set {Pi, P2, • • • , P.} of a-spots such that each a-spot is a specialization of one of the P,-. An irreducible ideal is one whose spots are all specializations of a single spot P which is then called a general spot for the ideal. Finally, we show that the notion of asymptotic equivalence in the projective sense introduced by Samuel in [7] can be characterized in terms of local varieties. In fact, if a and f> are asymptotically equivalent in the projective sense (in symbols: a ]\ b) then V(a) = V(b), while if a and b are irreducible normal ideals such that V(a) = V(b) then it is shown that a A &■
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It is easily verified that if 0 is a normal domain that is analytically normal and ô is its completion, then for any primary ideal a belonging to the maximal ideal of 0, the operation of integral closure (a-operation) commutes with the operations of extension and contraction between 0 and 0, so that we have proved Proposition I. If ois a normal local domain that is analytically normal and contains an infinite field, and if a is an o-ideal that is primary for the maximal ideal of 0, then there exists an integer g such that a" = (a5) o is a normal ideal. If <¡>ER, let <? be the element of R obtained from d> by reading its coefficients modulo m. A form <¡>S(X)ER of degree s is called a null-form for a if it is the image of a form <f>.(X) in R such that <£"(<*)Gci'-nt, [3] . The set of all null-forms for a generates a homogeneous ideal n(a), and the variety of this ideal in the projective space Pn~i(k) will be denoted by N(a). Finally, let gi be a form of degree v in R that reduces to |< when taken modulo m, and denote the ideal tna' + og2(a:)+ ■ • • +ogn(a) by t. If dEa.'", there is a form d>(X) in R of degree vg such that 0 -0(a)Gnta'".
The representative $(X) of such a form is unique modulo n(a) and we denote it by 0o(X). Then we find XfOoix) =2f?(X)gi(X), where f* is the form of degree (q+g-l)v obtained from /<. Hence a\"<p(a)£a(3+''-1)'t, and a\yd 6a'(i-1+3't.
Conversely, assume that afiGtt'""1^^.
Then there exist forms F2(X), ■ ■ • , Fn(X) of degree v(g -1+q) such that ay?e-ZFi(a)gi(a)Ema.'^+*K It follows that X?0o(X) -2Fi(X)gi(X)
is a null-form and hence vanishes at (ci, c2, • • ■ , c"). Since Ci^O, this implies that 0o(c) =0, q.e.d. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that if 61E&" and 02Ea'h are such that aT0iE*(°+v~l)'t and af0tEd'lh+r~l)t for all positive integers q, then also a\''0i02E<i"(h+°+q~1)i for all positive integers q, so that the set Z= {a/ß; a,ßEa"", aYßE*'(°+t~l)t, V?} is a subring of the quotient field F of 0. Moreover, the ring Z contains the ring . If a^b and P is a b-spot, then there is an a-spot that dominates P. In fact, if v is an element of ß that dominates P, then there is an a-spot Q such that v dominates Q. Since Q dominates a b-spot P', v must dominate P and P' so that by Lemma 3.3 these spots are quotient rings of one and the same ring o(a, a$. It follows that P = P' since they must both be quotient rings at the center p of v in o(a, a¡). This argument shows, incidentally, that the a-spot dominated by a given element v oí ß is unique.2 If (o, tn) satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1, then it is easy to see that if a, is a derived normal ideal of a then dç^a. For this purpose we need a lemma similar to [2, Proposition l]. for all « ^ t.
Proof. Pass to the completion ô of o, let k be a coefficient field of o and form the power series ring Q = k\ai, ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar}. Then ô is a finite Q-module and it is easy to see that the integral dependence of an element u upon â"(â=ôa) is put into evidence by the minimal equation of <o over Q (see [2, Lemma l]). Hence if ^G^fX] and <t>(a)uEa" then w must depend integrally upon an_i. In fact, if a{ is the coefficient of ojs-< in the minimal polynomial of w over Q, then <b(a)'ai is the corresponding coefficient in the minimal polynomial of 4>(a)w, and if A = a.i\Q, the fact that tfaiEA" implies that aiEAni~H, since Q is regular. Since a is normal, uÇ«""1, q.e.d. Now let ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar he a minimal base of a minimal reduction of a and let ßi = a'i. Then ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßT is a minimal base of a minimal reduction of a" and hence also of a". By Lemma 4.1 each ßi is superficial relative to aa. Moreover, o(a¡" ßi) is the integral closure of o(a", ßi) in its quotient field. Hence each spot of a, dominates a spot of a and since o(ag, ßi) is a finite module over o(a", ßi) the integral closure of an a-spot P is the intersection of a finite number of aB-spots that dominate P. Thus F(a9) is a normalization of V(a).
As mentioned above, an a-spot P is a specialization of an a-spot Q if Q is a quotient ring of P. If p,i, p«, ■ • • , Pmj is the set of minimal prime ideals of the principal ideal a¡o(a, ai), and if Pa, Pa,
• • • , Pu{ are the corresponding a-spots, then each a-spot P is a specialization of at least one of the spots P,y. In fact, if p is a prime ideal in o(a, ai) such that pf^o = m then a<£p and hence p2piy for some j. If a is a normal ideal o(a, ai) is integrally closed and each Pa is the valuation ring of a discrete archimedean valuation of the quotient field F of o. These are precisely the valuation rings of the valuations that occur in the Rees representation of the homogeneous pseudo-valuation va associated with a [S], It is natural to say that an a-spot P is generic for a if all a-spots are specializations of P and to call an m-primary ideal a irreducible if it admits a generic spot. An ideal that is irreducible in our sense need not be irreducible as an element of the ideal semi-group under the intersection composition. We will show in a later paper, however, that an irreducible ideal as defined here is either simple in the sense of Zariski [10, Appendix 5 ] or is a power of a simple ideal. 
